Vernon RL Head was born in 1967 in
a bungalow near the sea and the gulls.
He is an architect – winning national
and international awards for design
and creative thinking – and when not
designing strange buildings, he travels
the world watching the rarest birds.
He is past chairman of BirdLife South
Africa – one of Africa’s most influential
conservation organisations – and he
serves on the Advisory Board of the
FitzPatrick Institute of African
Ornithology (UCT). He is author of the
critically acclaimed best seller The Search
for the Rarest Bird in the World, long-listed
for the Alan Paton Literature Prize.
His first poetry collection, The Laughing
Dove and other Poems, is described by PR
Anderson as “of audacity and wisdom
… penetrating, a quite startling vision.”
He has twice been long-listed for the Sol
Plaatje European Union Poetry Award.

When little Chrisnelt loses his only friend in a
horrific accident, a dire illness descends upon
him – only lifting when his father introduces him
to the wonder of books. Within their pages, he discovers
a world beyond the bleak man-made walls of the city
in which he lives. Single-minded, odd, possessed of
precocious wisdom and a poetic if fevered soul, he dreams
of River and Forest and Rain, and of growing a wondrous
Tree in the unlikely soil of Dee Dee Street. Helped by an
entertaining collection of friends and family, he sets about
cultivating his own tiny garden of remembrance. When
his creation catches the eye of the powerful Pastor Kadazi
in his gilded mansion, it seems Chrisnelt may be granted
the Tree of his dreams – but with this promise comes
unspeakable danger.

“Head’s language is laudatory,
his tone elegiac.” – PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Mr. Head’s gently rocking prose
is dense with surprising metaphor and exquisitely
descriptive phrases, the kind that make a reader double
back to savor them twice.” – THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

This story of a boy’s quest contains an urgent ecological
message: a plea to break down the boundaries that humans
impose on the world, and to reconnect with the eternal,
life-sustaining cycles of nature.
Vernon RL Head is a poet – evident in the rich, inventive
language of this, his debut novel. But he is perhaps best
known to readers for his nature writing (The Search for
the Rarest Bird in the World, Jacana Media, 2014), and his
deep understanding of and passion for the natural world
illuminates every page.
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